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Analytic number theory is the application of analytic tools to derive results in number theory.
The subject has seen an explosion of new results in the past couple of decades. Green & Tao
showed in 2004 that there exist arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions in the primes. Helfgott
showed in 2013 that every odd number > 5 is a sum of three primes. Maynard received a Fields
Medal for his 2016 simplification and improvement on Zhang’s proof of bounded gaps between
primes infinitely often. There has also been a revived interest in mean values of multiplicative
functions, which are related to possibly the most famous unsolved problem in all of mathematics:
the Riemann Hypothesis!

The purpose of the course is to cover the classical bases. Although the focus will be on prime
numbers, it should have broad appeal for anyone interested in analytic, combinatorial and
probabilistic tools for counting things. The course will cover the following topics:

• Generating functions, Dirichlet series & Euler products, Euler-Maclaurin Summation.

• Dirichlet’s theorem on primes in arithmetic progressions, Contour integration, Gauss sums.

• Arithmetical functions, Chebyshev estimates, Selberg’s Formula.

• Riemann’s memoir, The Riemann Hypothesis, Littlewood’s Criterion.

• Hadamard Products, The Prime Number Theorem, Explicit Formulae.

• Sieve methods.

• Waring’s problem, the circle method.

• Mean values of multiplicative functions.

The Modular Forms course lectured by Jack Thorne in Michaelmas will provide an alternative
and complementary viewpoint to some elements of this course, including in particular D. J.
Newman’s analytic proof of the prime number theorem.

Prerequisites

A first course in complex analysis & number theory will be assumed and reminded of.
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